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11.1 Introduction

Throughout a renewable energy project, a developer must be confident in their
understanding of the available resource. They will need information about the
power yield, directionality, spatial and temporal variability and extreme values,
to an appropriate level of fidelity for each stage of the development process.
A robust prediction of yield over decadal scales with quantified uncertainty is
essential for technical and financial decision making. Spatial variability must be
properly captured for optimal location of devices, from initial site selection to
detailed “micro-siting” of individual devices within an array, and for determining
environmental impacts. Wave spectral information – either through parameters
such as energy period and significant waveheight, or more detailed directional
spectra – are required for tuning and optimisation of wave energy converters,
with seastate statistics to be used in conjunction with the device power matrix
to predict in situ performance. Tidal stream devices require accurate statistical
characterisation of current flow speed, direction and vertical profile.

Informed deployment decisions require sensor deployment for a detailed char-
acterisation of the resource at fine temporal scales, plus numerical modelling to
extend the picture in space and time. However, in situ measurement campaigns
are costly, particularly in the environments which, by their very nature, are
characterised by the strong tidal currents or energetic waves that are suitable
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for generating electricity, and may require a lengthy deployment to capture vari-
ability. Similarly, setting up a bespoke numerical model with all the required
input data can be a challenging exercise. Therefore, prior to devoting time and
resources to detailed local characterisation, the initial site selection stage can
begin with a desk-based survey of existing datasets. Global wave or current
models such as WAVEWATCH III hindcast reanalysis [30] and the ECMWF
ERA-5 Global Reanalysis [17] (for waves) or TPXO9 [13] (for tides) will give a
useful overview, albeit at coarse spatial resolution. Regional datasets can offer
additional resource information for renewable developers. For example, in the
UK, the ABPmer Atlas of UK Marine Renewable Energy Resources [1] pro-
vides information on the spatial distribution of wave power and depth-averaged
spring tidal currents, while Admiralty Charts provide information such as the
distribution of bathymetric contours, tidal range, and spring and neap current
speeds (and directions) at specific points known as tidal diamonds. Datasets
from existing nearby sensors may also offer a flavour of the available resource,
though their locations are unlikely to be optimally selected for renewable energy
applications. In the United Kingdom, WaveNet (Fig. 11.1) publish data from
their collection of 99 wave buoys although, since the infrastructure was primar-
ily intended to monitor flood risk to coastal communities and infrastructure,
there are few buoys deployed in the west coast of Scotland where the UK’s most
energetic wave conditions can be found.

Beyond initial scoping exercises, a suitably detailed understanding of re-
source, variability, uncertainty and site conditions for device deployment re-
quires a combination of modelling and in situ measurement for the location in
question. Direct measurement is essential to quantify the resource at high tem-
poral resolution, without the assumptions that are necessary when parametris-
ing numerical simulations, and allows detailed exploration of site-specific hy-
drodynamic conditions and extrema. Modelling is vital to develop a long-term
characterisation of the resource, including spatial and temporal variation. Al-
though wave and tidal studies will differ in terms of physics, they share a com-
mon underlying methodology, which will be described in Section 11.2. A robust
model, optimally configured to local conditions with properly quantified error
estimations, requires strategically placed sensors for validation (and calibration
if required) with measured field data. Although they differ in terms of resolu-
tion and fidelity, both (pre-)feasibility and design level resource quantification
require such an integrated approach, combining modelling and field measure-
ment. The tidal resource assessment procedure will be described in more detail
in Section 11.3. A corresponding treatment of wave resource characterization
will follow in Section 11.4.

11.2 Introduction to Modelling

Ocean modelling is a commonly used and economical tool in resource character-
isation, which can be used to generate long time series or understand how the
resource varies under hypothetical scenarios such as climate change, extreme
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Figure 11.1: The 99 stations that comprise the UK wave network ‘WaveNet’.
Note the paucity of wave buoys in the energetic waters to the west of Scotland.
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events, or how the resource will be influenced by energy extraction. Ocean
models can be used at all stages of project development, with early scoping
stages laying the groundwork for detailed site selection and investment in field
campaigns and later stages ensuring that the resource is accurately understood
and optimally harnessed. However, it should be stressed that models are only
as good as their input data1, and that it is always important to parameterise
and validate such models with in situ measurements.

A wave or tidal model is a representation of the behaviour of waves or
currents in terms of a set of governing equations, with appropriate initial or
boundary conditions, and reasonable parametrisations of the physical processes
involved therein. This model is then implemented in a simulation, where a nu-
merical differential equation solver will track the evolution of the system. This
involves suitable discretisation so that the underlying continuum equations can
be transformed to a suitable computational grid.

There is a vast array of ocean models, and a wide range of ways in which they
can be categorised. There are many places we could begin this classification but,
since it is of much interest to wave and tidal resource characterisation, we begin
by considering how the model domain is discretized, differentiating between
structured and unstructured meshes.

11.2.1 Discretization in Space and Time

Horizontal Grid Types

In a structured grid, all grid lines are orientated regularly so that, in a two-
dimensional case, the coordinate transformations of curvilinear lines results in
a square (Fig. 11.2a). In contrast, unstructured grids are not restricted to a
particular orientation (Fig. 11.2b); however, this more flexible grid can be more
complex to deal with, and a poorly configured mesh can introduce computational
bottlenecks or instabilities. The advantage of a structured grid is its simplicity
and ease of pre- and post-processing; however, to achieve a desired resolution (for
example, to resolve the curved geometry shown in Fig. 11.2a), it is necessary to
use a constant and high resolution grid throughout the computational domain.
With an unstructured grid, the high resolution coverage can be restricted to
areas where it is required while excluding areas of land may reduce storage
(Fig. 11.2b).

Within the context of ocean energy, due to its ability to accommodate a wide
range of scales within a single model domain, for example a regional model which
incorporates a tidal energy array within a narrow strait, unstructured meshes
tend to be favoured for resource assessment. However, many ocean models,
particularly 3D models, which simulate a wide range of physical processes, are
based on a structured mesh. Under such circumstances, a sequence of nested
models, with increasing grid resolution from outer to inner nests, will be re-
quired. In general, structured meshes tend to be favoured for larger scale ocean
modelling applications.

1GIGO – Garbage In, Garbage Out
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Figure 11.2: (a) Structured and (b) unstructured horizontal mesh.

Vertical Grid Types

In addition to horizontal resolution, three-dimensional (3D) models must also
consider how to discretise the space in the vertical direction. The simplest verti-
cal coordinate system, known as z-coordinates, has been used by the ocean mod-
elling community for many decades. The z-coordinate scheme divides the entire
water column into a fixed number of depth levels, and these can be distributed
to provide higher resolution in any particular region, such as the surface layer
(Fig. 11.3a). The disadvantage of the z-coordinate system, as demonstrated in
Fig. 11.3a, is that it has problems dealing with large changes in bathymetry,
which can lead to unrealistic vertical velocities near the bed. Increasing the
number of vertical levels will improve the representation of near-bottom flow,
but at increased computational cost. This problem is overcome by the sigma
coordinate scheme (also known as terrain following coordinate system), where
the vertical coordinate follows the bathymetry (Fig. 11.3b). The sigma coordi-
nate system results in the same number of vertical grid points throughout the
computational domain, regardless of large changes in bathymetry. The sigma
levels do not have to be evenly distributed throughout the water column and
could, for example, be more closely spaced near the surface and bed, allow-
ing boundary layers to be better resolved throughout the domain. However,
one disadvantage of sigma coordinates is that they can lead to difficulties when
dealing with sharp changes in bathymetry from one grid point to another. This
can lead to pressure gradient errors, resulting in unrealistic flows [24]. Increased
horizontal resolution, or bathymetric smoothing, alleviates the problem.

Time step

One of the most important considerations in model setup is the time step of the
simulation. When selecting a model time step, it is important to consider both
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Figure 11.3: Vertical mesh for (a) z-coordinate, and (b) sigma coordinate sys-
tems
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accuracy and stability. For example, the model time step must be sufficiently
small to capture temporal variability in the physical process. An example of this
is shown in Fig. 11.4 where, graphically, a time step of ∆t = π/8 is insufficient
to capture the physical process, but a time step of ∆t = π/16 is sufficient.
However, it is more likely to be stability which constrains model time step.
In most practical ocean models, a wave (e.g. phase speed) is travelling across
a discrete spatial grid. To ensure stability in models employing an explicit
Euler scheme, the time step must be less than the time it takes for the wave to
travel between adjacent grid points. This condition is known as the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. For example, if the phase speed of a 1D tidal
simulation, with grid spacing ∆x, is c =

√
gh, then the model time step ∆t

must satisfy

∆t ≤ ∆x√
gh

(11.1)

For a typical shelf sea water depth h = 50 m, phase speed c = 22.1 m/s.
Therefore, for a typical model structured grid spacing of ∆x = 200 m, time step
∆t ≤ 9 s, i.e. considerably less than any constraint likely to be imposed by
accuracy.

Figure 11.4: Influence of model time step (∆t) on accuracy.

Note that halving of the grid spacing requires a halving of the model time
step (Eq. 11.1). However, for a 2D modelling problem, halving the grid (in both
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x- and y-directions) results in a quadrupling of the number of computational
grid points. Since the model time step is halved, the computational cost of the
problem will have increased by a factor of eight! Both grid spacing and time step
are therefore very important criteria when embarking on a model study. Local
synchronisation of time integration in models with unstructured grids causes
the time step to be constrained by the size of smallest mesh element, requiring
careful mesh analysis and smoothing to avoid bottlenecks. By contrast, models
such as SWAN [2] which employ implicit Euler time integration do not suffer
from the same CFL-imposed restrictions.

11.2.2 Numerical Methods

Solution strategies for the differential equations underpinning wave and current
models can be categorized into three main methods: finite difference, finite
element and finite volume.

Finite differences have been used to approximate derivatives since the time
of Leonhard Euler (1707-83). A Finite Difference Method converts differential
equations into systems of linear algebraic equations which can be easily solved
by matrix methods. The spatial and temporal domains are split into discrete
and equally spaced points, and derivatives can be expressed in terms of differ-
ences between neighbouring values. For example, if the x-axis is discretized into
points separated by ∆x, a derivative of a function f can be approximated by
∂f
∂x ≃ f(x+∆x)−f(x)

∆x (the forward difference), by ∂f
∂x ≃ f(x)−f(x−∆x)

∆x (the back-

ward difference), or by ∂f
∂x ≃ f(x+∆x)−f(x−∆x)

2∆x (the central difference, which
is the mean of the forward and backward differences). It can easily be shown
using Taylor series that the central difference more accurately approximates the
derivative than the forward or backward differences. Finite difference schemes
are used for structured grid calculations.

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is suitable for unstructured grid calcula-
tions and can therefore be used for irregular and complex geometries. A mesh of
triangular (most common), quadrilateral or tetrahedral elements is generated,
with higher resolution (i.e. smaller element size) in places of interest (such as
near the coastline in Fig. 11.5). The solution to the system of partial differential
equations is approximated by a series of basis functions, with the coefficients
obtained by minimising an error function at the nodes of the grid.

The Finite Volume Method (FVM) is also based on an unstructured mesh.
Rather than expressing conservation laws as partial differential equations, FVMs
work with the integral forms. For instance, the differential form of the continuity
equation can be written as,

∂ρ

∂t
+∇. (ρu) = 0. (11.2)

where u is the flow velocity and ρ is the density. Equation (11.2) can be inte-
grated over any control volume (or a finite volume) V . Due to Stokes Theorem,
the volume integral of the second term can be written as a surface integral over
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Figure 11.5: An example of a finite element triangular mesh used to simulate
tides and storm surge over the northeast of the US. The mesh has 3,110,470
nodes and 6,114,065 elements, with a mean size of 333 m (10 m to ∼121 km)
[10]
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Figure 11.6: An example of a finite volume triangular mesh used to simulate
tides and storm surge over the northeast of the US. This mesh is used by FV-
COM (Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model; [8]), for the Northeast Coastal
Ocean Forecast System.

the volume’s boundary ∂V , giving

∂

∂t

�
V

ρdV +

�
∂V

ρu.dS = 0. (11.3)

Therefore, the change of mass inside a control volume plus the net mass fluxes
through the control surface should be zero. In FVM, the domain is first discre-
tised into a number of non-overlapping finite volumes or cells (see Fig. 11.6 as
an example). Usually, these “finite volumes” are triangles or prisms, depending
on whether the model is two- or three-dimensional. Next, conservation laws are
applied to each individual cell to form algebraic equations, which can be solved
to compute the state variables. The use of integrals leads to more accuracy and
stability, especially for sharp gradients (i.e. large derivatives) inside a domain,
which is also called shock-capturing property.
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11.2.3 Calibration and Validation

According to the statistician George Box, “all models are wrong, but some are
useful”. Models, however sophisticated, are a representation of reality. We need
to evaluate and, if necessary, improve the fidelity of representation. Calibration
is the process of tuning model parameters to maximise model accuracy. Valida-
tion is the process of measuring the accuracy of the final model. Both processes
require representative in situ data from strategically positioned sensors.

Wave and current models must capture complex physical processes (such as
friction, turbulent diffusion, and dissipation of wave energy by whitecapping,
bottom interactions and depth-induced wavebreaking) within simplified, semi-
empirical source terms. These include constants and coefficients (such as drag
coefficient, eddy viscosity and bottom roughness) which may be chosen by the
user. A process of calibration to choose suitable values for the free parameters
can improve model fidelity. Repeated model runs are carried out for a range
of (physically realistic) values of the parameter(s) in question to determine the
model settings that produce the best agreement between the model prediction
and measured sensor data at selected locations, as quantified by metrics which
will be defined below.

To provide confidence in how closely a model output has simulated reality,
it is necessary to perform validation with field data. Although it is often de-
sirable for such data to be focussed in the region of interest, for example at
the approximate location of a proposed wave or tidal energy array, this is not
compulsory. If a model performs well in one region, or under one set of con-
ditions (e.g. during a spring tide), this gives confidence in model performance
in another region, or under another set of conditions (e.g. during a neap tide).
To ensure the model has not been excessively tuned to fit data in one region or
under one unique set of conditions, it is desirable for calibration and validation
to use data from sensors at different locations if possible. Various metrics can
be used to quantify model performance, and some of the most popular metrics
are presented below.

Correlation coefficient

Correlation measures the direction and strength of the linear relationship be-
tween two variables. If we have a set of n observed (Oi) and simulated (Si)
values, the linear correlation coefficient (r) (also known as Pearson’s r) can be
calculated as

r =

n∑
i=1

(Oi −O)(Si − S)√
n∑

i=1

(Oi −O)

√
n∑

i=1

(Si − S)

(11.4)

For a perfect model, r = 1, while for a complete random prediction r = 0.
The square of the correlation is often used as a metric, since r2 indicates

the proportion of the variance in the observation that can be predicted by the
model.
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Root mean squared error (RMSE)

Root mean squared error (RMSE) is the square root of the mean of the square
of all of the error. The use of RMSE is very common, and it is considered an
excellent general purpose error metric for numerical predictions.

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(Si −Oi)2 (11.5)

where Oi are the observations, Si predicted values of a variable, and n the
number of observations available for analysis. RMSE is a good measure of
accuracy, but only to compare forecasting errors of different models or model
configurations for a particular variable and not between variables, as it is scale-
dependent

Scatter Index

Scatter index (S.I.) is simply the RMSE (Eq. 11.5) divided by the mean of
the observations and multiplied by 100 to convert to a percentage error. This
normalised quantity can be more easily interpreted than the raw RMSE. For
example, if a RMSE for significant wave height is 1 m, this gives us no sense of
how well the model is performing, since the mean of the observations could, for
example, be either 1 m (S.I. = 100%) or 5 m (S.I. = 20%).

Bias

Bias (also known as mean error) is the mean of the simulated values of the
selected variable minus the mean of the observed values, i.e.

BI = S −O (11.6)

It is an index of the average component of the error [25], with a value closer to
zero indicating a better simulation. A large mangnitude of bias indicates the
presence of systemaic errors (for example, if there is insufficient dissipation due
to whitecapping, then the model will over-predict significant waveheight.

11.3 Tidal Energy Resource Characterization

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has developed a technical
specification for tidal energy resource assessment and characterization (IEC TS
62600-201). The main goal of IEC-62600-201 is to provide a uniform methodol-
ogy, ensuring consistency and accuracy in the modelling, measurement, charac-
terization, and analysis of the tidal stream resource, with the aim of accurately
estimating Annual Energy Production (AEP) at locations suitable for the in-
stallation of an array of tidal energy devices [32]. IEC-62600-201 details the
requirements for observations and modelling at two main stages of project de-
velopment: Stage 1 (feasibility study) and Stage 2 (layout design study). In
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Specification Stage 1 Stage 2
Min. number of
tidal constituents

4-8 8-12

Grid resolution at
the area(s) of inter-
est

500 m or 10 grid
cells across a chan-
nel section

no more than twice
turbine diameter

Model configura-
tion

2D 3D

Tidal currents –
Mobile survey

spring-tide survey
at a minimum

spring- and neap-
tide survey

Tidal currents –
Stationary survey

35 day duration at a minimum

Table 11.1: Overview of IEC-62600-201 recommendations for model and field
surveys at different stages of project development.

general, for projects that exceed 10 MW (or 2% of the undisturbed resource),
the requirements are as outlined in Table 11.1 for both stages of project devel-
opment. In addition to these easily quantifiable metrics (e.g. minimum number
of tidal constituents included in a model), there are less quantifiable require-
ments outlined in IEC-62600-21 for the Quality Control of bathymetry and tidal
height data, meteorological data, turbulence, available wave data, and whether
wave-current interaction should be accounted for, etc.

The mean AEP, in kWh, for each individual tidal energy device within an
array can be estimated by combining the appropriate device power curve with
either a time series of modelled or observed tidal resource data, or by using a
probability distribution of the current velocity at the intended TEC deployment
location. The mean annual energy production for the array can be estimated
by summation of the individual device outputs.

11.3.1 Measuring the Tidal Resource

Up until the late 1980s, horizontal axis current meters were used to measure
tidal currents. Although sometimes still in use today (since they are low cost
and easy to deploy), the advent of the acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)
(Fig. 11.7) in the early 1990s revolutionised the way that currents are measured,
particularly as they retrieve measurements of currents (in three dimensions)
throughout the water column rather than at a single depth relative to either the
sea bed or sea surface. This section considers ADCPs and related devices.

ADCP Theory

An ADCP is based on the Doppler effect, which is a familiar concept from the
relative change in frequency of a car horn as it travels towards or away from an
observer. If an observer is stationary while sound waves pass, n waves would
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Figure 11.7: 4-beam (left) and 5-beam (right) acoustic Doppler current profilers
(ADCPs).

pass during a time interval t. If the observer were to walk towards the source of
sound, more than n waves would pass during t. Similarly, if the observer were
to walk away from the source of sound, less than n waves would pass during t.
The Doppler shift is the difference between the frequency heard while standing
still, and the frequency heard when moving either towards or away from the
sound. It is defined as

fd = fs(V/C) (11.7)

where fd is the Doppler shift, fs is the frequency of sound when source and re-
ceiver are both stationary, V is the relative velocity between source and receiver,
and C is the speed of sound, given by

C = fλ (11.8)

where f is frequency and λ is wavelength.
An ADCP transmits sound at a fixed frequency, and listens to echoes re-

turning from sound scatterers in a small volume of water, e.g. small particles
or plankton that reflect the sound back to the instrument. Although the sound
is scattered in all directions, a small amount is reflected back to the transducer.
The ADCP is based on the assumption that these scatterers move at the same
velocity as the water. Since the ADCP both transmits and receives sound, the
Doppler shift is doubled, and so Eq. 11.7 becomes

fd = 2fs(V/C) (11.9)

The Doppler shift only works with radial motion. Although angular motion
changes the direction between source and receiver, it does not alter the distance
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Figure 11.8: Beam configurations of (a) ADV (converging) and (b) ADCP (di-
verging).

separating them, and so does not cause a Doppler shift. Limiting the Doppler
shift to the radial component, Eq. 11.9 becomes

fd = 2fs(V/C) cosA (11.10)

where A is the angle between the relative velocity vector and the line between
the ADCP sensor and scatterers.

In contrast to an ADV (Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter) which has a converg-
ing beam pattern, an ADCP has a diverging beam pattern, and so by placing
the ADCP on the sea bed looking upwards, the instrument can profile, under
the correct frequency and configuration, the entire water column (Fig. 11.8).

An ADCP works on the assumption that there is horizontal homogeneity;
otherwise the trigonometric relations that are used to calculate the velocity
components are invalid. Since there are four beams, but only three current
directions, one of the beams could be considered to be redundant. However,
this fourth beam is used to measure the vertical velocity a second time, and the
error between the two measurements gives an indication of the quality of the
data (i.e. a measure of how valid the assumption of horizontal homogeneity has
been).

The water column is partitioned into vertical bins. The ADCP listens to the
reflected echos at different time intervals, which correspond to different distances
from the transducer (since v = d/t), i.e. different bin depths. This process is
known as range gating (Fig. 11.9). For example, if the time between the sent and
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return signal is 8 ms, then the distance to the bin is 0.5×1500 m/s×0.008 s = 6 m
(where 1500 m/s is the speed of sound in sea water, but clearly, in practice, an
ADCP will use an accurate local value for the speed of sound, based on a local
reading of water temperature and a constant value for salinity).

Figure 11.9: Range-time plot showing how ADCP transmit pulses and echos
travel through space.

The echo from a hard surface such as the sea bed or sea surface is much
stronger than the signal from scatterers in the water column, and so can domi-
nate the signal. For this reason, data close to the surface (for an upward look-
ing, moored, ADCP) or close to the bed (for a downward looking, hull-mounted,
ADCP) is rejected. Also, since the ADCP will be at some height or depth in
the water column, there will clearly be a further region of the water column
which cannot physically be profiled. Further, the region close to the instrument
is affected by ringing - an effect where the energy of a transmitted pulse lingers
after the transmitted pulse has finished. Therefore, the ADCP must wait until
the ringing has decayed before listening to and processing pulses. ADCPs are
programmed with a default blanking period to eliminate measurements in this
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zone (e.g. Table 11.2). Due to the blanking distance, physical height (or depth)
of the instrument in the water column, and the echo from the surface (or bed),
a significant portion of the water column is not sampled by an ADCP. There-
fore, when post-processing, the velocity profile must be extrapolated into these
regions of the water column, e.g. via curve fitting.

Frequency (kHz) Maximum profile depth (m) Ringing distance (m)
75 700 6
150 400 4
300 120 2
600 60 1
1200 25 0.5

Table 11.2: Nominal profiling range and ringing distance for a selection of RDI
ADCPs [33].

To reduce errors from single ping (e.g. 2 Hz) velocity measurements, ADCP
data are ensemble averaged. The averaging time period requires careful consid-
eration. Larger averaging intervals will reduce uncertainty in the measurements,
but at the expense of stationarity - the condition that properties of the flow such
as the mean and the variance do not change significantly over the selected time
period. For example, a one minute ensemble average would meet the condition
of stationarity for most situations, but at the expense of relatively high instru-
ment noise. A 10 minute averaging interval may reduce instrument noise to
acceptable levels, but one must consider whether the flow is statistically ‘sta-
tionary’ over this time scale - this may not be the case if the flow is characterised
by eddy shedding in the wake of an obstacle, for example.

ADCP Deployment

As noted in Table 11.1, a tidal current survey can either be mobile or station-
ary, the latter generally preferred during later stages of project development.
During a mobile survey, the ADCP is either mounted into the hull of a vessel as
a semi-permanent installation, or secured to the side of the vessel while the ship
transects. The ADCP post-processing software will remove the ship’s move-
ment and other noise from the signal, but of course excessive movement (e.g.
pitch and roll) will add to the uncertainty in the measurements. It is there-
fore important to only use mobile surveys during calm (wave) conditions and
maintaining a low vessel speed, typically 2-3 knots. Of course mobile surveys
have their limitations; since the tides are constantly evolving it is not possibly
to simultaneously measure currents at all locations from a Lagrangian platform.
However, mobile surveys can be useful for an initial site investigation, and when
conducted correctly can be used to build up a spatial map of the tidal current
distribution [e.g. 29].

In a stationary survey, the ADCP is mounted on the sea bed looking upwards,
and generally remains in place for at least one lunar month (or a minimum
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of 35 days as recommended in Table 11.1). The configuration shown in Fig.
11.10 is particularly suited to deployments where strong current speeds are
anticipated, i.e. the majority of tidal energy sites, since the low profile ‘trawl-
resistant’ instrument frame sits close to the sea bed, and hence within the near-
bed boundary layer where the speed of the current is lower. If a non-trawl proof
mooring is deployed in regions of strong tidal flow, the instrument frame should
be sufficiently weighted to prevent post-deployment movement.

Acoustic Waves and Currents – AWAC

The ADCP shown on the right of Fig. 11.7 has five transducers, one of which
is orientated vertically. Such an instrument, known as an AWAC (Acoustic
Waves And Currents), can concurrently measure tidal currents and waves. It
is therefore particularly useful, and cost effective, in studies where information
on waves is required in addition to tidal data (for example, by IEC Technical
Specification 62600-201). Section 11.4.1 contains a general description of wave
measurement procedures, including a more detailed discussion on the role of
AWACs.

11.3.2 Modelling the Tidal Resource

Table 11.1 shows the IEC Technical Specification 62600-201 minimum suggested
model resolutions for various stages of project development. At stage 1 (feasi-
bility study), the minimum resolution is of order 500 m, and so it is generally
considered that a structured grid model will suffice (Section 11.2). However, at
stage 2 (layout design study), where a minimum resolution of two turbine diam-
eters is required to resolve the intra-device flows and device-device interaction,
an unstructured grid model will almost certainly be required.

Hydrodynamic Modelling Software

As mentioned in Section 11.2, partly linked to model grid type (structured versus
unstructured), is the model formulation – either finite difference, finite element,
or finite volume. There is a vast array of modelling software used for tidal
resource characterization, and so here we focus on an example of each type, with
reference to published studies. However, one important consideration is whether
model code is commercial or open source. This also applies to software that is
used for model pre- and post-processing, since a license for commercial software
such as Matlab could be prohibitively expensive for a small organization, when
open source alternatives such as Python exist.

Finite difference case study – ROMS

Orkney is an archipelago in the north of Scotland, separated from the Scottish
mainland by the 12 km width of the Pentland Firth. Orkney is comprised of
around 70 islands, separated by a series of bays and energetic tidal channels (Fig.
11.11). Orkney is mesotidal; however, tidal waves in the region, dominated by
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Figure 11.10: Low profile (’trawl-resistant’) ADCP mooring. The acoustic re-
lease above the instrument is used during the deployment stage; a similar acous-
tic release, in the base of the instrument frame, is used during recovery. The
orange part of the instrument, which is buoyant, separates from the heavy base
when the (recovery) acoustic release is triggered. The top and bottom parts of
the mooring are connected by a cable, which is coiled inside the base prior to
deployment.
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the principal semidiurnal lunar (M2) and solar (S2) constituents, take around
two and a half hours to propagate around Orkney from the western to the
eastern approaches of the Pentland Firth, leading to a considerable phase lag
across Orkney [27]. This phase lag results in a strong pressure gradient across
Orkney, driving strong tidal flows through the Pentland Firth and along the
Firths of Orkney. Between Westray Firth and Stronsay Firth is the Fall of
Warness, where the EMEC grid connected tidal test site is situated.

ROMS model

To examine the tidal energy resource of Orkney, the finite difference struc-
tured grid 3D ROMS (regional ocean modelling system) model was applied.
ROMS simulates tidal hydrodynamics using a finite-difference approximation
of the 3D RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) equations with hydrostatic
and Boussinesq assumptions, and a split-explicit time stepping algorithm, on a
horizontal curvilinear Arakawa-C grid and terrain-following vertical coordinate
system [36].

The primitive momentum balance in the x and y directions (Cartesian co-
ordinates) are described by

∂u

∂t
+ v⃗ · ∇u− fv = −∂ϕ

∂x
− ∂

∂z

(
u′w′ − ν

∂u

∂z

)
+ Fu +Du (11.11)

and

∂v

∂t
+ v⃗ · ∇v + fu = −∂ϕ

∂y
− ∂

∂z

(
v′w′ − ν

∂v

∂z

)
+ Fv +Dv (11.12)

where u, v, w are the x, y, z components of vector velocity v⃗, f is the Coriolis
parameter, ν the molecular viscosity, F and D denote the forcing and diffusive
terms, respectively, with the subscript giving the direction. An overbar indicates
a time average, and a prime (′) indicates a fluctuating turbulent quantity, ϕ is
the dynamic pressure term, and g is acceleration due to gravity.

In the Boussinesq approximation, density variations are neglected in the
momentum equations except in their contribution to the buoyancy force in the
vertical momentum equation. Under the hydrostatic approximation, it is further
assumed that the vertical pressure gradient balances the buoyancy force:

∂ϕ

∂z
= −ρg

ρo
(11.13)

Finally the continuity equation for an incompressible fluid is applied:

∂u

∂x
+

∂v

∂y
+

∂w

∂z
= 0 (11.14)

Model setup

Since ROMS is formulated on a regular (curvilinear) finite difference grid, it was
necessary to nest a model of Orkney to obtain the necessary resolution. To pro-
vide boundary conditions for the higher resolution nested Orkney model, it was
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Figure 11.11: Principal locations in Orkney and surrounding waters. The
dashed box shows the boundaries of the high resolution nested model, and tide
gauge stations used for model validation (labelled) are shown as blue crosses.
Numbered circles are locations where time series are presented in the results
section. Inset shows the location of Orkney in relation to the British Isles. Fig-
ure adapted from Neill et al. [27].
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necessary to first run a north of Scotland regional model at coarser resolution.
The regional model extended from 4◦30′W to 0◦30′W, and from 58◦18′N to
60◦03′N, encompassing the Pentland Firth, Orkney, and part of Shetland (Fig.
11.12). The regional model had a horizontal grid spacing of 1/120 × 1/228◦

(approximately 500 m× 500 m), and was forced at the boundaries by FES2012
(1/16◦ resolution) currents and elevations for the M2 and S2 constituents [7].
Bathymetry for the regional model was interpolated from 1/120◦ GEBCO data.
The regional model was run with 10 equally distributed vertical (sigma) levels
for a period of 15 days, and tidal analysis of the elevations and depth-averaged
velocities used to generate astronomical boundary forcing for the inner nested
high resolution Orkney model.

Figure 11.12: M2 and S2 co-tidal charts calculated from the north of Scotland
regional ROMS model. Colour scale is amplitude (m), and contours are phase
(degrees relative to Greenwich).

The high resolution Orkney model extended from 3◦13.5′W to 2◦25′W and
from 58◦57′N to 59◦16′N at a grid resolution of 1/750×1/1451◦ (approximately
75 m× 75 m) (the dashed box shown on Fig. 11.11). Bathymetry was interpo-
lated from relatively high resolution (approximately 200 m) gridded multibeam
data provided by St. Andrew’s University. The model domain encompasses
the principal high tidal flow regions of Orkney, including Westray Firth and
Stronsay Firth, and the EMEC tidal test site at the Fall of Warness. The
model configuration used the GLS turbulence model, tuned to represent the
k− ε model, and included horizontal harmonic mixing to provide sub-grid scale
dissipation of momentum [41], and quadratic bottom friction, with a drag coeffi-
cient CD = 0.003. This value for the drag coefficient is consistent with previous
ROMS studies which simulate the flow through energetic tidal channels, and
these studies have demonstrated that the ROMS model is not particularly sen-
sitive to the value of CD [39, 37]. The model was again run with 10 vertical
levels for a period of 15 days.
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Table 11.3: ROMS modelled amplitude H (m) and phase g (degrees relative to
Greenwich) compared with values at tidal stations around Orkney for M2 and S2
constituents. Locations of tidal stations are shown in Fig. 11.11. Observations
were obtained from Admiralty Tide Tables.

Station
M2 S2

Observed Modelled Observed Modelled

H g H g H g H g
Kirkwall 0.84 301 0.87 297 0.29 339 0.31 327
Egilsay 0.88 282 0.86 287 0.32 316 0.31 316
Whitehall 0.88 310 0.92 313 0.31 345 0.34 344
Loth 0.74 300 0.78 302 0.26 336 0.28 333
Kettletoft Pier 0.92 312 0.92 313 0.33 347 0.34 344
Tingwall 0.86 276 0.85 286 0.31 310 0.31 315

Model validation

To validate the model, we made use of the harmonic constants published in
Admiralty Tide Tables, which are based on harmonic analysis of observations
which have a minimum record length of one month. The regional model was
validated at 14 tide gauge stations throughout the region, with a root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) in amplitude of 8.3 cm for M2, and 3.7 cm for S2, based on
harmonic analysis of the 15 days of model simulation – a sufficient record length
to separate the M2 and S2 constituents. The corresponding RMSE in phase was
6.8◦ and 7.5◦ for the M2 and S2 tidal constituents, respectively. We present
the validation of the high resolution Orkney model in more detail (Table 11.3).
For the high resolution model, the RMSE in amplitude for the 6 available tide
gauge stations was 2.7 cm for M2, and 1.7 cm for S2, again based on harmonic
analysis of the 15 day model simulation. The RMSE in phase was 5.0◦ and 5.5◦

for the M2 and S2 tidal constituents, respectively.

Results

The peak depth-averaged tidal currents and the corresponding peak velocity vec-
tors are shown in Fig. 11.13. Clearly, tidal flow is strongest at the constrictions
of narrow channels (e.g. Lashy Sound, Eynhallow Sound and, in particular,
the Fall of Warness – see Fig. 11.11 for locations). The peak current speed
reaches 3.7 m s−1 (7 knots) in Lashy Sound and the Fall of Warness, and since
the model was forced with the two principal semi-diurnal tidal constituents, M2

and S2, these represent peak spring tidal currents.
Time series of the depth-averaged and depth-varying tidal currents show that

there are large variations in tidal asymmetry along the Westray and Stronsay
Firths (Fig. 11.14). We show results for three locations which exhibit varying
degrees of asymmetry: site 2 (ebb-dominant), site 9 (symmetrical), and site 21
(flood-dominant) (locations are shown on Fig. 11.11). Above the boundary
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Figure 11.13: Peak current speed (colour scale) and the associated peak spring
velocity vectors. For clarity, only every 5th vector in both zonal and meridional
directions has been plotted.
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layer, the asymmetry at sites 2 and 21 is evident at all depths in the water
column, and is more pronounced during spring tides. Therefore, for all practical
scenarios of energy extraction, i.e. device hub placed at some height in the water
column that is above the near-bed boundary layer and in regions of low velocity
shear, strong velocity asymmetry will translate into an even stronger asymmetry
in power output (since power is related to velocity cubed). Such asymmetry in
the flow field is clearly undesirable from an electricity generation perspective,
and so symmetrical sites (such as site 9) are more attractive for commercial
development.

Finite element case study – TELEMAC

To complement the structured grid application described in the previous section,
we here present an unstructured (finite element) case study using TELEMAC-
2D that includes energy extraction. This is based on a paper published by
Robins et al. [35] that primarily investigates the environmental impact of energy
extraction in the Anglesey Skerries (Irish Sea), but also quantifies the resource
of the region.

TELEMAC model

TELEMAC-2D uses the finite element method, applied to a computational mesh
composed of triangular elements, to solve the Saint-Venant equations of conti-
nuity

∂ h

∂ t
+ u⃗ · ∇h+ h∇ · u⃗ = Sh (11.15)

x-momentum

∂ u

∂ t
+ u⃗ · ∇u = −g

∂ Z

∂ x
+ Sx +

1

h
∇ · (h νt∇u) (11.16)

and y-momentum

∂ v

∂ t
+ u⃗ · ∇v = −g

∂ Z

∂ y
+ Sy +

1

h
∇ · (h νt∇v) (11.17)

where h is water depth, u, v are components of the depth-averaged velocity u⃗,
Z is the free surface elevation, νt is momentum diffusion, Sh is source or sink
of fluid, and Sx and Sy are source terms in the dynamic equations that account
for wind, Coriolis force, bottom friction, and a source or sink of momentum.

To simulate tidal stream energy extraction, we introduced an additional drag
force in the eastward and northward directions, Fx and Fy, respectively, at the
locations (nodes) of energy extraction as follows:

Fx = −Cp
P

ρAUh
cos(θ) (11.18)

Fy = −Cp
P

ρAUh
sin(θ) (11.19)
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Figure 11.14: Time series of simulated current speed in January 2000 at three
contrasting sites: site 2 (ebb-dominant), site 9 (almost symmetrical), and site
21 (flood-dominant). The lower panel shows a time series of depth-averaged
current speed. For reference, vertical dashed lines are located at peak flood and
ebb conditions for site 9.
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where ρ is the water density, A is the ‘plan’ area of seabed which each individual
turbine affects, and θ is the direction of the depth-averaged current, U . We
assumed a typical power curve [28] to parameterize extracted power, P for each
turbine, with a cut-in velocity of 0.7 m/s and rated velocity of 2.7 m/s, which
produced 2 MW (assuming two drivetrains per device). We assumed a constant
power coefficient (Cp) at the location of extraction of 0.35. Support structure
(drag) losses have been assumed negligible.

Model setup

The advantage of an unstructured (triangular) mesh is that it can accommodate
considerable changes in grid resolution within a single computational domain.
It is therefore possible to incorporate processes from the edge of the continental
shelf seas through to array scale without resort to nesting.

An unstructured model mesh of the Irish Sea was developed using BlueKenue
grid generation software, with 2000 m at the offshore boundaries, increasing to
200-500 m in coastal areas, and 15-50 m around northwest Anglesey and in
the region of the tidal energy array (Fig. 11.15). The computational mesh was
mapped onto gridded Admiralty bathymetry data available at 200 m resolution.

Model validation

Prior to array operation, a baseline simulation was implemented to validate the
model. This simulation was forced by the principal semi-diurnal lunar (M2) and
solar (S2) tidal constituents and, following a 24 h model spin-up, run for a period
of two spring-neap tidal cycles (i.e. 29.5 days) which was of sufficient length to
diminish any artifacts due to model spin-up. The modelled hydrodynamics were
validated throughout the Irish Sea, against known tide gauge measurements,
giving root mean square errors in M2 amplitude and phase of 10 cm and 7◦,
respectively, which is comparable with other (3D) models of the region [e.g. 34].

Results

Typical time series of velocity and power output is shown in Fig. 11.16 noting
that, due to the device power curve, the power peaks at 1200 kW when the
current speed equals or exceeds the rated velocity of the device (2.7 m/s). By
extending the model output to one year, the Annual Energy Production (AEP)
(assuming 100% availability) is 3423 MWh, corresponding to a respectable ca-
pacity factor of 32.7%.

11.4 Wave Energy Resource Characterisation

11.4.1 Measuring the Wave Resource

Validation of numerical wave models requires in situ sensors to produce an ac-
curate, unbiased and complete set of measurements including significant wave
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Figure 11.15: Sub-sections of the Irish Sea Model grid: (a) Anglesey and (b) the
Skerries Channel. Colour contours in (a) denote water depth at mean sea level
(m), and (b) mean depth-averaged velocities (m/s). The finite-element grid
has variable resolution and edge lengths which connect nodes where parameters
are calculated. The region of the tidal energy array in the Skerries Channel is
shown in (b) – the location chosen based on both bathymetry and velocities; each
highlighted (black) node represents one turbine (i.e. 2 MW of extractable power)
where tidal energy extraction takes place. In the figure, 150 highlighted nodes
represent a rated capacity array of 300 MW which, for our array configuration,
generated a mean of 141 MW over a spring-neap cycle. Reproduced from [35]
under open source license.
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Figure 11.16: Simulated (a) current speed, and (b) power output for 1200 kW
Seagen device at Anglesey Skerries over a 14 day period.
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height, energy period and omnidirectional wave power. Certain classes of re-
source assessment also require spectral width and directional spreading index.
Wave measurements can also be used for calibration, or as boundary conditions
for local models. Furthermore, wave measurements offer additional insights into
the wave regime which can be invaluable for site characterization. Observations
include extrema as well as non-linear effects that are parametrised within wave
models (e.g. wave-wave interactions), and processes that are difficult and com-
putationally expensive to simulate, e.g. interaction between wave and tidal
resources.

Waves exhibit considerable seasonal and interannual variability. To capture
a full range of conditions (avoiding seasonal bias), one should deploy a sensor
which can provide hourly measurements (such as a buoy) for a full year, or a
sensor with a lower sample frequency (e.g. daily) for longer.

To recreate the conditions at a particular wave energy site, it would be ideal
to deploy a sensor as close as possible to the proposed site itself. Alternatively,
a deployment location should have a wave climate representative of typical con-
ditions at the area of interest, and a similar water depth. Locations with rapid
spatial variation in wave climate, such as near islands or large bathymetric
features are best avoided, as is deployment in the surfzone. Building in redun-
dancy by deploying multiple sensors offers mitigation against damage or loss,
as well as providing a richer choice of data for validation, calibration and direct
characterization.

In the remainder of this section, we will consider three main types of sensor:
surface following buoys, bottom mounted acoustic wave sensors and remote
sensors.

Surface Following Buoys

Surface-following wave measuring buoys have been ubiquitous for decades, with
networks of permanent moorings such as Wavenet in the UK (see Figure 11.1)
offering datasets extending back many years, as well as numerous short-term
deployments. Heave-pitch-roll buoys follow and measure the surface slope: the
vertical (heave) displacement data, used for the omnidirectional spectrum and
associated moments, is supplemented by directional information obtained by
the buoy’s angles of orientation with respect to the horizontal axes. In contrast,
particle-following buoys (such as the series of Datawell Waverider buoys, an
example of which is pictured in Figure 11.17) follow the motion of the water
particles at the surface, and the sensors sit within a stabilised platform de-
signed to remain horizontal rather than tilting with the wave surface. Again,
the vertical displacement data is used for the waveheight spectrum, with direc-
tional information provided by lateral motion along the horizontal axes. The
most common particle-following buoys contain a vertical and two horizontal ac-
celerometers. Displacements are obtained through double integration, which is
achieved by convoluting the acceleration signals with a numerical filter. The
signature of this filter may occasionally appear in the displacement data if the
buoy experiences a large, sharp, impulse-type acceleration. Some, more recent
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Figure 11.17: A Datawell Waverider surface following buoy ready for deployment
to the west of Anglesey, Irish Sea, by Bangor University (Photograph: S. Ward)
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buoys use GPS-type positioning to measure velocity and hence displacement in
the three orthogonal directions. Data can be sent to shore in almost real time by
HF signal, mobile internet/SMS or satellite communication (for remoter areas)
or else read from an internal memory card on recovery.

An omni-directional power spectrum P (f) is obtained by Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) from the heave signal. The most common Datawell Waverider-
MkIII measures displacements at a sample rate of 1.28Hz, and produces spectra
in the range from 0.025Hz to 0.58Hz. The lower bound of the frequency range is
determined by the duration of the sample window for the FFT while the upper
bound results from the wavelength starting to approach the physical dimensions
of the buoy, as well as the sampling frequency. By taking the moments of these
spectra, the buoy also reports timeseries of spectral parameters such as signifi-
cant waveheight and mean wave period. Further parameters can be obtained by
taking ratios of the moments provided. For example, the energy period T−1,0

can be obtained by squaring T−1,1 and dividing by T0,1 (or by directly integrat-
ing the spectra). Upcross parameters such as maximum wave height derived
from the displacement timeseries are also reported.

The remaining sensors (horizontal displacements or pitch and roll data) pro-
vide directional information about the directional spectrum S(f, θ), which is
defined as

S(f, θ) = P (f)D(θ|f), (11.20)

where D(θ|f) is the spreading function at a given frequency. This spreading
function is periodic in wave direction θ, is normalised so that� π

−π

D(θ|f)dθ = 1, (11.21)

and has the Fourier decomposition

πD(θ|f) = 1

2
+
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n=1

[an(f) cosnθ + bn(f) sinnθ] , (11.22)

in terms of the “directional moments” for each frequency an(f) and bn(f) which
can therefore be obtained by integration of the spreading function:

an(f) =

� π

−π

D(θ|f) cosnθdθ, bn(f) =

� π

−π

D(θ|f) sinnθdθ. (11.23)

The first two pairs of these moments (11.23) for each frequency bin (we shall
henceforth drop the explicit frequency dependence) can be obtained from the
buoy’s co- and quad-spectra arising from its horizontal displacements. The
n = 1 pair gives the mean wave direction

θ0 = atan2(b1, a1) (11.24)

and hence the centred moments mn and nn for n = 1, 2:[
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There are three such moments (since (11.24) and (11.25) give n1 = 0). Together
with the mean wave direction θ0 and the n = 0 moment of the un-normalised
spreading function (i.e. the omnidirectional power spectrum density at a given
frequency), these are known as the “first five” moments for each frequency bin.
The directional moments can also be presented as spread σ, skew γ and kurtosis
δ defined as

σ =
√
2(1−m1), γ = −n2

σ3
2

, δ =
6− 8m1 + 2m2

σ4
2

, (11.26)

where σ is expressed in radians. It can be shown [22] that this is the maximum
amount of information which can be directly obtained from a single-point sensor
such as a wave buoy. To obtain a unique directional spectrum from the set of
directional moments requires a further constraint, since infinitely many possible
spreading functions D(θ|f) could satisfy (11.23).

The principle of maximum entropy states that the probability distribution
(i.e. D(θ|f)) which best represents the current state of knowledge (i.e. the
measured set of moments) is the one with the largest entropy, which can be
defined for directional data as

H = −
� π

−π

D(θ|f) lnD(θ|f)dθ. (11.27)

Numerical tools which construct maximum entropy spectra from buoy data
are available [6, 9], using Newtonian iteration procedures which build on an
analysis presented by [15]. Figure 11.18 shows some of the different types of data
available from a Datawell Waverider MkIII buoy, deployed in at the UK Wave
Hub test site. The data was recorded during the largest storm of 2016, on the
8th of February: the significant waveheight for the time period in the plots was
10.03m. The half-hourly data is plotted as displacements, and omnidirectional
and directional spectra.

Acoustic Wave Sensors

The operation of acoustic Doppler velocity sensors, and their role in tidal en-
ergy reosurce characterisation, was described in 11.3.1. Wave measuring capa-
bility can also be incorporated into bottom mounted acoustic sensors, such as
the AWAC (Acoustic Waves And Currents). An additional, vertical Acoustic
Surface Tracking beam uses echo-ranging to measure the vertical surface dis-
placement, which can be processed into omnidirectional spectra. A pressure
sensor provides another source of heave data. The four diverging beams (used
to measure flow information when the device is operating as a current sensor)
capture the orbital velocities and hence provide directional information. The
Maximum Likelihood Method is used to calculate a directional spectrum from
this data.

An AWAC can be deployed at a wide range of water depths: accurate mea-
surements over a range of frequencies can be obtained for depths between 10m
and 100m (or deeper, if mounted on a subsurface buoy). It is less susceptible
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Figure 11.18: Wave displacements and spectra measured by a Datawell Wa-
verider Mk III buoy at the UK Wave Hub test site (50.35◦ N, 5.61◦ W) during
a storm on the 8th Februrary 2016. For the half-hour recording period from
10:30am, the significant wave height was 10.12m, the maximum wave height
was 19.14m and the peak period was 16.7s. The displacements and omnidi-
rectional spectrum were calculated by the buoy software and the directional
spectrum (plotted for the swell only) using [9]. Data courtesy of the Southwest
Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme, distributed under the UK Open Gov-
ernment Licence at http://www.coastalmonitoring.org.

http://www.coastalmonitoring.org
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than a surface-following sensor to severe weather impacts or the influence of ma-
rine traffic (although bottom-trawling by fishing vessels can present problems).
Since it can also be used to measure currents, such an instrument is particu-
larly beneficial for studies of wave-current interaction. Some researchers have
assessed the accuracy of wave measurements by ADCPs compared with wave
buoys. Bouferrouk et al. [5] compared the wave data collected by a 5-beam
ADCP and 4 wave buoys at the WaveHub (UK) - a site that is dedicated to
the testing of wave energy devices. Their results show, in general, good agree-
ment between ADCP and wave buoys. However, unlike wave buoys, the 5-beam
ADCP could also detect long period swell waves (0.07-0.08 Hz), for small wave
heights.

Remote Sensing

Remote sensing generally refers to observations made at some distance from the
medium that is being observed. This can involve the use of satellite sensors,
instruments carried by aircraft (‘airborne remote sensing’), or installed on land-
or sea-based platforms (e.g. X-band and HF radar).

Remote sensing can be categorised as either passive or active. Passive sen-
sors gather radiation that has been emitted or reflected by the sea surface, for
example reflected sunlight. In contrast, active sensors emit energy, then detect
the radiation that is reflected or backscattered from the target. An example of
an active sensor is radar: we shall discuss two types of wave measuring radar
technology.

Marine X-band radar is a well-established technology for navigation and
collision avoidance, and can be found on most large research vessels, and on
many offshore installations. X-band is a segment of the microwave radio region
of the electromagnetic spectrum, with a frequency range 8 − 12 GHz and a
wavelength of around 3cm. The images produced by marine radars detect not
only hard targets such as ships and coastlines, but also reflections from the sea
surface, known as ‘sea clutter’ [3] caused by small, wind-induced ripples. The
backscatter from this rough surface reveals the underlying shape of the waves.
With the correct software, it is possible to analyse this signal to gain information
on the wave and current regime.

X-band radar systems can scan the ocean surface at a range of a few kilome-
tres, with sufficiently high temporal and spatial resolution to resolve individual
waves, and can relay the signals in real time. An area of sea surface of sev-
eral square kilometres can therefore be continuously monitored. X-band radar
systems can be installed on moving vessels or on fixed platforms offshore or at
coastal sites (although the requirement for proximity to the area of interest can
present practical challenges).

The radar system outputs a two-dimensional image (such as that shown in
Figure 11.19), providing information about spatial variability and directionality
of waves and currents (including full directional spectra) which is not available
from a point sensor such as a buoy or an AWAC. Wave length and wave pe-
riod are straightforward to measure, and the wave dispersion relation can then
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be used to deduce information about surface currents and bathymetry [18].
However, since the radar image is a two-dimensional projection of the three-
dimensional sea surface, direct waveheight information is trickier to obtain, and
an additional sensor such as a buoy is often required for waveheight calibration.
Figure 11.19 shows an area of sea being monitored by an X-band radar situated
in a lighthouse at the Butt of Lewis, Scotland, with a buoy located nearby for
calibration.

Analysis of the radar signal for a robust surface elevation estimate is cur-
rently an active research area, due to the potential for X-band monitoring to
offer insights into wave-tide interactions and wave transformations in complex
bathymetries. An in-situ radar system providing real-time data also has the
potential to be used for short-term wave prediction, useful for control and main-
tenance of devices.

Another remote sensing technology is High Frequency (HF) radar, which
derives information from the Doppler shift of transmitted and reflected signals,
and can calculate full directional spectra. Operating at much lower frequencies
(3 − 30 MHz) than X-band allows the range for sampling to reach 100km [31]
although the longer wavelength leads to coarser resolution, typically between
1km and 5km. Surface currents can also be estimated, and the system can also
be used to measure the vertical distribution of winds via a radar wind profiler.
In contrast to X-band, HF radar systems require considerable and costly infras-
tructure installation with two transmitter/receiver stations to receive signals at
right angles. NOAA has set up a network of HF radar systems around the US
coast (ioos.noaa.gov/project/hf-radar/) for real time monitoring of coastal
currents.

11.4.2 Modelling the Wave Resource

Hindcast wave resource models are used for:

� Site selection for devices (with the scope and detail depending on the stage
of the project);

� Predicting long term energy yield for devices (robust, standardised proce-
dures will support the investment case for deployment);

� Device design and optimisation;

� Estimating extreme conditions for survivability;

� Determining the impacts of the proposed device on the physical environ-
ment.

The models will elucidate the spatial distribution and temporal variation of
wave energy, including seasonal and annual averages, with simulations usually
run for a ten year period and validated with in-situ measurements for sample
locations and durations. Wave resource assessments can be classed into three
levels of fidelity: reconnaissance, feasibility and design. Accuracy and resolution

ioos.noaa.gov/project/hf-radar/
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Figure 11.19: An area of sea around the Butt of Lewis Lighthouse in the Isle
of Lewis, Scotland being monitored with X-band radar. The X-band system is
housed in the lighthouse (top image), with a Datawell Waverider MkIII in situ
for calibration of waveheight. The resulting radar backscatter measurements
(bottom image) allow waves to be resolved over a 3km radius. Photographs
courtesy of Arne Vögler.
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Class 1 2 3
Name Reconnaissance Feasibility Design

Purpose
Areas of
interest

Resource
description

WEC
locations

Longshore
Extent

>300km 20km-500km <25km

Resolution 5km, 3hrs 500m, 3hrs 50m, 1hr
Uncertainty in
Hm0, J and Te

20% 10% 7%

Uncertainty in
θJmax

- 15◦ 7◦

Uncertainty in
ε0 and d

- 25% 15%

Table 11.4: Dependence of typical domain size, recommended spatial and tem-
poral resolution and maximum uncertainty of model outputs on the level of
resource assessment [20]. The main output parameters Hm0, J and Te are sig-
nificant waveheight, omnidirectional power and energy period respectively. Fea-
sibility and design level models also require direction of maxiumum directionally
resolved wave power θJmax, spectral width ε0 and directionality coefficient d.
The model extent also depends on the availability and location of boundary
data.

of input data and simulation are progressively increased at each stage, as shown
in Table 11.4.

Wave models can be classed as deterministic (phase resolving) or spectral
(phase averaged). Phase resolving models are similar in spirit to computational
fluid dynamics, with rigorous implementation of the field equations yielding the
evolution of the sea surface in the time domain. The input is usually the surface
elevation time histories at the boundary location, or a full spatial description of
the initial elevation and velocity. These models can be useful for very localised
simulation (for example around structures), and can be helpful for developers of
shoreline wave energy converters. However, since the surface elevation can vary
rapidly in space and time, such models would be too computationally intensive
for larger domains or longer time periods, even if suitable boundary information
were available at such scales.

Instead, the vast majority of numerical wave software for resource assess-
ment consists of phase averaged spectral wave simulations. Such models track
the evolution of the directional wave spectrum at each node across the domain.
Quantities derived from this spectrum offer a statistical description of the wave
conditions in time and space. Since wave spectra vary much more gradually
than time domain quantities, simulation codes can cope with much larger spa-
tial and temporal extents than phase-resolving models, and do not need such
precise boundary conditions. This makes them ideal for resource modelling.
Parameters calculated from the output spectra, such as significant waveheight
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and energy period, give a universally understood method of characterising the
wave climate, and their joint probability statistics in a given location can be
used in conjunction with a device’s power matrix to predict yield.

A spectral resolution of at least 25 frequencies (between 0.033Hz and 0.5Hz)
by 24 directions is recommended by the IEC [20] for wave resource modelling,
though a finer directional resolution may sometimes be required, with resolu-
tions of 2◦ − 5◦ recommended to correctly model coastal swell waves in SWAN
[2]. As described in 11.2.1, simulations can be conducted across either struc-
tured grids (which will then involve nesting if higher resolutions are required in
a particular location) or unstructured (in which case the mesh resolution can
be adjusted to concentrate on areas of interest, and also to maintain accuracy
and stability in areas of rapidly changing bathymetry or around obstacles such
as islands). Spectral wave models track the evolution of wave spectra using the
Wave Action Conservation Equation [21]:

σ

{
∂

∂t
(N(x, σ, θ, t)) +∇. [vN(x, σ, θ, t)]

}
=

Swind Wind Forcing
+Swcap Whitecapping
+Sbot Bottom Friction
+Ssurf Wavebreaking
+Snl Nonlinear Interactions

(11.28)

The action density N(x, σ, θ, t)) = E(x,σ,θ,t))
σ , where E(x, σ, θ, t) is the depth-

integrated energy density, σ is frequency, θ is direction, and x is position. The
propagation velocity v and differential operator ∇ act in four-dimensional phase
space, consisting of two spatial dimensions (such as latitude and longitude) and
two spectral dimensions (such as frequency and direction). The ∇.(vN) term
includes shoaling, depth- and current-induced refraction, and can be modified
to incorporate diffraction.

Relevant physical phenomena which generate, dissipate or redistribute en-
ergy appear as source terms on the right hand side of (11.28): energy input
through wind forcing, dissipation by whitecapping, bottom friction, depth-
induced wavebreaking, and nonlinear quadruplet and triad interactions. These
mechanisms will be considered in turn later in this section. Their relative im-
portance in different types of ocean model is shown in Table 11.5.

The numerical solution of (11.28), without any prior assumption about the
spectral shape, is known as a third generation wave model [14], is implemented
in software such as SWAN [4], WAM [14], and WAVEWATCH III [40], and is
the recommended model for all levels of wave energy resource assessment [20].

The remainder of the section will discuss the implementation of these models
in more detail. We will move progressively shorewards from the deepwater ex-
tremities of the model. After considering the appropriate boundary conditions,
we will turn to the energy exchange mechanisms that are the most significant
in deep water, namely wind input and whitecapping dissipation. Following a
discussion of nonlinear interactions, we will then consider how to ensure inter-
actions with the bottom are correctly included by discussing bathymetry data,
bottom friction and depth-induced wavebreaking.
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Deep
Oceans

Shelf
Seas

Shoaling
Zone

Harbours

Diffraction 1 1 2 4
Refraction/Shoaling 1 3 4 3
Current Refraction 1 2 3 1
Quad Interactions 4 4 2 1
Triad Interactions 1 2 3 2
Atmospheric Input 4 4 2 1
Whitecapping 4 4 2 1
Depth Induced Breaking 1 2 4 1
Bottom Friction 1 4 2 1

Key:
1: negligible
2: minor importance
3: significant
4: dominant

Table 11.5: Relative importance of physical processes in ocean wave models [42]

Boundary Conditions

Unless a whole ocean or sea is to be simulated, the wave conditions at the
boundary must be prescribed. Although parametric boundary data can be used
for a reconnaissance model, feasibility and design models require timeseries of
two-dimensional frequency-directional spectra. These should cover the whole
time period under investigation, with a temporal resolution to match that of
the model itself. It is desirable (particularly from a practical standpoint) to place
offshore boundaries in regions where the wave conditions are fairly homogeneous,
e.g. away from islands or sudden changes in bathymetry.

In theory, one can use physically recorded boundary data. However, this
would require ten years worth of data (and in the form of directional spectra,
which cannot be calculated from buoys and AWACs without additional assump-
tions) with a recommended return rate of 70% [20]. Furthermore, data from a
single point sensor may not be suitable for a large offshore boundary with spatial
variability. Therefore, most models use the outputs from larger “parent” models
as boundary conditions. These can be taken from earlier levels of (validated)
resource assessment, nested models, or external global modelled datasets such
as ECMWF ERA-5 [17]. If there is spatial variation in the boundary conditions,
this should be included in the model. This is easily done in successive nested
models in codes such as SWAN, or else boundaries can be divided into smaller
segments to be treated separately if required.

When generating boundary conditions, it may be helpful to run a short
duration model with an output location situated close to the driving boundary,
to verify that the boundary condition is being correctly implemented.

Closed boundaries, such as land, absorb incoming waves and produce no
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outgoing waves. Closed boundaries may also be used at the lateral edges of
coastal models, where only the offshore boundary is prescribed. In this case, it
is advisable to ensure the boundary is sufficiently far from the area of interest
by moving its position and verifying that the change does not affect the output.
Some codes such as DHI Mike21 SW [12] have an additional option for lat-
eral boundaries (particularly if they are relatively straight and perpendicular to
depth contours), where a one-dimensional form of the basic transport equations
is solved to create intermediate wave spectra along the edge of the model area
from the offshore boundary to land.

Wind and Whitecapping

The source terms in (11.28) reflect a balance between energy loss due to physical
processes such as whitecapping, and energy input through wind. The impor-
tance of the wind will depend on the size of the model. Large scale models (such
as the whole Atlantic) may be driven entirely from wind data [26]. However,
even in smaller models, the spectra will decay across the domain without the
inclusion of wind.

The wind input across the frequency spectrum is modelled using a linear
growth term proportional to the wind speed, and an exponential contribution
which also depends on surface roughness and hence seastate. Wind should be
specified as U10, the wind velocity 10m above sea level. Suggested resolutions
for wind input are shown in 11.6. It has been estimated that a 10% error in
wind can lead to a 20% error in waveheight, depending on the size of the model
[12].

Reconnaissance Feasibility Design
Temporal 3h 3h 1h
Spatial 100km 25km 5km

Table 11.6: Recommended resolutions for wind data

Energy dissipation by whitecapping can also have a significant influence,
particularly in large regions of shelf sea and open ocean. The source term most
commonly used in spectral wave models is [21]

Swcap(σ, θ) = −Cds
α̂

α̂PM

4
{
(1− δ)

k

k̄
+ δ

(
k

k̄

)2
}
σ̄E(σ, θ) (11.29)

where the wave steepness α̂ = k̄
√
Etot, k is the wave number, σ the relative

frequency and α̂PM is a reference value for the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.
The constant Cds fixes overall amount of dissipation while δ determines the part
of the spectrum most affected. These constants may be tuned in a calibration
process to improve model performance: Cdis will have a greater influence on
significant waveheight while δ will affect mean wave period and energy period.
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Nonlinear Interactions

Nonlinear wave-wave interactions redistribute wave energy over the spectrum,
due to an exchange of energy resulting from resonant sets of wave components.
In wave models, two such processes are particularly important: four-wave inter-
actions in deep and intermediate waters (known as quadruplets), and three-wave
interactions in shallow water (triads). A good explanation of the principle of
non-linear wave-wave interactions is provided by Holthuijsen [19]. To visualise
the triad interaction, consider two wave paddles, generating waves of different
frequencies and directions, placed in two corners along one side of a tank of
constant water depth. The resulting waves create a diamond pattern of crests
and troughs, which has its own wave length, speed and direction. This diamond
pattern would interact with a third wave component which had the same wave
length, speed and direction, redistributing wave energy within the spectrum due
to resonance. Although each of the individual wave components can gain or lose
energy, the sum of the energy at each point in the tank would remain constant.

These triad interactions do not occur in deep water, since the resonant con-
ditions (i.e. matching of wave speed, length and direction) cannot be met.
However, two pairs of wave components in deep water can interact with each
other in a quadruplet wave-wave interaction.

Quadruplets transfer wave energy in deep water from the peak frequency
outwards to lower frequencies (shifting the peak downwards) as well as higher
frequencies (leading to dissipation by whitecapping), whereas triads transfer
energy from lower to higher frequencies, and transform single peaked spectra
into multiple peaked spectra as they approach the shore. Both are included
as source terms in third generation wave models, and it is noted that both are
computationally expensive. It is common practice (and the default configuration
in SWAN) to omit triads but include quadruplet interactions.

The Seabed

As waves move from deep to shallower waters, the morphology and composi-
tion of the seabed becomes increasingly important in determining the spatial
dependence of the wave climate. Bathymetry datasets of appropriate resolution
are required to adequately capture wave shoaling and refraction. The recom-
mended maximum horizontal spacing of bathemetric data for different stages of
resource assessment are given in Table 11.7. In addition, the depth level should
not change too abruptly between adjacent points. The maximum difference in
water depth between data points is 10% for reconnaissance models, 5% for fea-
sibility models and 2% for design models. Existing datasets such as GEBCO
(www.gebco.net) can be used for a reconnaissance model, but new surveys may
have to be commissioned for later stages.

Bathymetry is not the only factor determining water depth: depending on
the location, the tidal range can cause variations in depth of up to 16m, mod-
ulating the wave behaviour. If a model sensitivity analysis indicates that it is
required, the water level should be prescribed for each timestep. For most appli-

www.gebco.net
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Depth Reconnaissance Feasibility Design
>200m 5km 2km 1km

20m - 200m 500m 100m 25m
<20m 100m 50m 10m

Table 11.7: Recommended maximum horizontal spacing of bathymetric data
from [20]

cations, a single water level timeseries applied across the whole spatial domain
will suffice. In areas where tidal currents may also have a significant effect on
wave propagation, it would be advisable to run a further sensitivity analysis to
determine whether these should be included in the model, by including external
current data or coupling to a hydrodynamic model.

As waves reach shallower water, the orbital velocities penetrate the water
depth and the dissipation term in (11.28) due to frictional wave-bottom inter-
action comes into play. The dissipation rate may be expressed as [38]

Sbot(σ, θ) = −Cb
σ2

g2 sinh2 kd
E(σ, θ) (11.30)

where Cb is a bottom friction coefficient, can be determined according to either
an empirical model [16], a drag law model [11] or an eddy-viscosity formula-
tion [23]. Simulation codes such as SWAN and Mike21 allow the user to select
one of these bottom friction models, each of which incorporates a scaling coef-
ficient which can be chosen by the user. This can be chosen by attempting to
parametrise the roughness of the seabed at the location in question, but is more
usually obtained by a calibration process.

As waves propagate further into shallow water, wave shoaling leads to an
increase in wave height. Waves tend to steepen at the front and to become
more gently sloping at the back. When the waves reach water which is so
shallow that the wave height can no longer be supported by the water depth,
they will break. This occurs when the particle velocities at the crest exceed the
phase speed, or when the free-surface becomes vertical. Depth-induced wave
breaking is included as a source term in third generation wave models:

Ssurf(σ, θ) = −αQbσ̄H
2
max

8π

E(σ, θ)

Etot
(11.31)

where α0 ≃ 1 is the rate of dissipation, Qb is the fraction of breaking waves,
σ̄ is the mean relative frequency, and Etot is the total energy. The maximum
wave height Hmax = γh where h is the depth and the parameter γ may be
chosen by calibration if the area of interest is shallow enough to require detailed
consideration of depth-induced wavebreaking effects.
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